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emember, John, to use words to tell Pete that you're
angry," said Mr. Chee. Four-year-old John paused

briefly and then replied, "Oh, yeah-that's my
paintl Give it back! I'm mad because you took it."
Mr. Chee has worked hard to teach his preschoolers exactiy how to use words to express angry feelings. Children's
anger is an everyday but stress-inducing emotion expressed

in early childhood settings. It challenges teachers committed to constructive, ethical, and effective child guidance.
Teachers and parents have the opportunity to nurture such
understanding by guiding children who feel and express
their anger but who do not necessarily understand it.

This review of research addresses three questions
about young children's understanding of anger:
. What do we know about the development of children's
feeling, expression, and understanding of anger?
o What factors contribute to the understanding and management of anger during early childhood?
. How can early childhood teachers and parents Trurture
children's understanciing of anger and their ability to express angry feelings in direct, nonaggressive ways?

Three components of anger
Anger is believed to have three components
(Lewis & Michalson 1983), including the emotional state, the expression, and the understanding of the emotion.

Anger as an emotional state
The first component is the emotional state of
anger. Anger is an affective or arousal state or
a feeling experienced when a goal is blocked or

needs are frustrated. Children are likely to experience the emotional state of anger when they
encounter an obstacle to attaining any signifi-

cant goal (Lewis, Alessandri, & Sullivan 1990)
and when they think the obstacle will be difficult
to remove. A major function of the emotional
state of anger is to restore progress toward a
goal, because angry individuais generally act to
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eliminate obstacles to a goal. Even the youngest
children (including infants and toddlers) seem
to sense a goal blockage, and such a realization
is possible long before they can consciously re'
flect on the feeling of anger (Campos et al. 1983).
The emphasis in this review is on anger in early childhood
settings. When their goals are blocked by other children or
by teachers, children often react by feeling angry. For example, a toddler feels angry when her goal of playing with

a specific toy is blocked after her teacher puts her in a
highchair; the toy is now out of reach. A preschooler feels
angry when his goal of finishing a painting is blocked after
another child takes the paint he needs to complete his work.
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Fabes and Eisenberg (1992) describe several

types of stress-producing anger provocations
that young children face in their daily classroom interactions. Conflict ouer possessions,
the most common antecedent of anger in their
study, involves someone taking or destroying

children's property or invading their space.
The second most frequently observed cause
was physical assault in which one child does
something to another chiid, such as push or hit
him. In this case, a child's goal of playing safely
has been blocked. Verbal causes produce anger
N
by something said to a child-for example, a :
tease or a taunt. The goal of psychological :
safety has been blocked. Rejection provokes :
anger when a child is ignored or not allowed to i
play. Anger over issues of compliance arises ;
when children are asked or iorced to do something that they do not want to do-for instance,
wash their hands. A child's goal of independence-to him
or her at least-will seem to have been blocked by a
teacher's or other adult's request for compliance.

The expression of anger
The second component of anger is its expression. This
unpleasant emotion is first expressed in infancy. Childreir
who feel that an important goal has been blocked attempt
to cope by expressing anger. Infants encounter many
events that elicit the ieeling of anger (Karraker, Lake, &
Parry 1994), which they express with their faces and
voices (Stenberg 1982).
Anger can be expressed in more than one modality, and
early childhood teachers have observed one or more of the
following behavioral coping strategies in their classrooms.
Some children uent or express anger through facial expressions, crying, sulking, or talking, but do little to try
to solve a problem or confront the provocateur. Other
children actiuely resisl by physically or verbally defend-

ing their position, self-esteem, or possessions in
nonaggressive ways-for example, by saying, "Stop pushing mel" Still other children express anger with aggressiue
reuenge by physicaily or verbally retaliating against the
provocateur; they might engage in name-calling, pinching, or issuing threats. Some childrei express dislike'by

telling the offender that he or she cannot p,lay or is not
liked. Other children express anger through auoidance or
attempts to escape from or evade the provocateur. And
some children use adult seeking, looking for comfort from
a teacher or telling the teacher about an incident.
Early childhood teachers see the gamut of responses.
Most young children express anger nonaggressively
through active resistance or venting, but some children express their anger aggressively (Fabes &
Eisenberg 1992).
Teachers strive

to use child guidance strategies
that help all children express angry feelings in socially constructive, not destructive, ways. They realize how important parents are in teaching children
about expressing emotions. They understand that
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children develop ideas about how to express emotions
(Nlichalson & Lewis 1985; Lewis 1989; Russel 1989) primarily through social interaction in their families and
later by watching television or movies, playing videogames, and reading books (Honig & Wittmer 1992). Some
children have Iearned a negative, aggressive approach to
expressing anger (Cummings 1987; Hennessy et al. 1994)
and then, when confronted with everyday anger conflicts,
resort to using aggression in the classroom (Huesmann
1988). One of the major challenges for early childhood
teachers is to permit and encourage children to acknowledge angry feelings and to help them learn to express
anger in a positive and effective way.
Age and gender factors. Teachers can expect younger
children to express anger more ciften than older children
and can expect differences in how boys and girls express
anger. Girls are more likely to use active resistance; boys
tend to vent or use mildly aggressive methods (Fabes &
Eisenberg 1992; Zeman & Garber 1996; Zeman & Shipman
1996). Socialization practices may account for the gender
differences (Davis 1995). For example, Malatesta and
Haviland (1982) found that mothers showed different reactions to anger in children as young as three to six months
old by responding to girls' anger with disapproval and to
boys' anger with sympathy.
The control factor. Another factor that affects the expression of aggression is whether children think they
have some degree of control in an anger-arousing conflict
(Levine 1995; Zeman & Shipman 1996). Children tend to
perceive themselves as having more control in a conflict
with other children (as opposed to adults) and use more
direct strategies like active resistance. Young children

What do we know about the develop
ment of children's feeling, expression,
and understanding of anger?
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tend to view themselves as having much less control
when their anger is provoked by an adult and therefore
indirectly express anger by venting (Fabes & Eisenberg
1992). However, sometimes children express indirect anger toward a popular child because they tend to see themselves as having far less control in angry interactions with
popular children (Fabes et al. 1996).

An understanding of anger
The third component of the anger experience is understanding-interpreting and evaluating-the emotion. The
understanding of anger develops later than the other two
components (lt4ichalson & Lewis i985). That the three components develop at different times explains why children in
early childhood settings can feel and express anger but not
understand it. Because the ability to regulate the expression

of anger is linked to an understanding of the emotion
(Zeman & Shipman 1996) and children's ability to reflect on

their anger is somewhat limited, children need guidance
from teachers and parents first in understanding and then
in managing their feelings of anger.

Factors contributing to understanding
and mana.ging anger
Kuebli (1994) notes that people can understand an
emotion only when they can pay attention to it. Thus,
basic cognitive processes undergird the gradual development of the understanding of anger (Lewis & Saarni 1985).

Memory
Memory improves substantially during early childhood
(Perlmutter 1986), enabling young children to better remember aspects of anger-arousing interactions. When
parents and teachers try to help children gain a more
helpful perspective on anger-arousing interactions, do
children remember the new ideas or do they revert to an
old unhelpful perception? One study found that young
children can remember an incorrect perception that had
been replaced by a more accurate perception of events
(Freeman, Lacohee, & Coulton 1995), the memory of a
wrong notion merely repressed to allow the use of a new
idea. In terms of anger understanding, children who have
developed unhelpful ideas of how to express anger (Miller
& Sperry 1987) can retrieve the earlier unhelpful strategy
even after teachers help them gain a more helpful perspective. This implies that teachers probably will have
to remind some children, sometimes more than once or
twice, about the less aggressive way of expressing anger.
I^anguage

Talking about emotions helps young children gain a
greater understanding of their feelings (Brown & Dunn
1996), and emotion understanding in preschool children
is predicted by overall Ianguage ability (Denham, Zoller,
& Couchoud 1994). Therefore, acquiring word labels for
and naming the emotion of anger is an important part of
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understanding anger (Campos et al. 1983; Kuebli 1994).
Two- to five-year-old children are aware of the correspondence between many facial expressions and their emotion
word labels. In spite of this awareness, children generate
very few emotion word labels before age three (Michalson
& Lewis 1985). Miller and Sperry (1987) note that some
of the difficulty that young children have in labeling emo-

tions is related to how their families discuss angerarousing incidents. Somb parents use moral talk as they
accuse perpetrators or assert their own rights, but they
do not use emotion rolk-that is, talk about feelings or use
labels for feelings. Early childhood teachers can expect
to see individual differences in children's ability to identify and label angry feelings because their families model
a variety of approaches in talking about emotions.

Self-referential and self-regulatory
behaviors
The development of self-referential and self-regulatory

behaviors during early childhood also sets the stage for
understanding and managing anger and other emotions
(Kuebli 1994). Self-referential behaviors include viewing
the self as separate from others and as an active, independent, causal agent. Self-referentiai behavior emerges
during infancy and toddlerhood, and continued development of the self during early childhood further enables
children to think about themselves and such events as
anger-arousing interactions (Lewis & Brooks-Gunn 1979;
Harter 1983; Kuebli 1994).
Self-regulation refers to controlling impulses, tolerating frustration, and postponing immediate gratification.
Self-regulation, or control, appears at around 24 months,
and as children get older, they become better able to use
certain strategies with which to regulate their own behavior (Kopp 1989). Initial self-regulation in young children
provides a base for early childhood teachers and parents
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who develop strategies to nurture children's emerging
ability to regulate the expression of anger.

Implications for guiding children's
expressions of anger
Teachers can give children the gift of a healthy approach to dealing with anger by guiding their understanding and management of the emotion. Some children in our
classrooms learn unhelpful and aggressive approaches to

anger management, while others learn a more direct,
nonaggressive approach. The guidance practices described here will help children understand and manage
angry feelings in a direct and nonaggressive way.

l. Create a safe emotional climate.
A healthy early childhood setting permits children to
acknorvledge all feelings, both pleasant and unpleasant,
and does not shame anger. Healthy classroom systems'
like healthy family systems (ivlinuchin 1974), have clear,
firm, and flexible boundaries. Adults who most effectively
socialize an understanding and responsible management
of anger convey a simple, firm, consistent message
(Baumrind 1996), acknowledging a child's right to feel
anger while prohibiting expression of anger in destructive or hurtful ways. For example, a teacher says to a
preschool child, "Yes, I can see that you are angry about
Bob taking your trike, but I can't let you hit him."

What factors confribute to the
understanding and management
of anger during early childhood?
2. Model responsible anger management.
Chiidren have an impaired ability to understand emotion when adults show a lot of anger (Denham, Zoller, &
Couchoud 1994). Therefore, adults who are most effective in helping children manage anger model'responsible
anger management by acknowledging, accepting, and tak-

so they can develop healthy self-regulatory skills. Fqg_er-

ample, after having established the classroom rule that
children cannot hurt one another, a teacher restates that
expectation for self-control to individuals as needed-as
Mr. Chee did with John in the opening example. Such a
transfer is facilitated by the use of authoritative caregiving and positive affective sharing in day-to-day social
exchanges with adults (Hart et al. i992; Baumrind 1996).

4. Encourage children to label feelings of anger.
We can help young children produce a label for their feel-

ing of anger by teaching them that they are having a feeling
and that they can use a word to describe their angry feeling. It is fair to say to children, "Use your words. . ." only
after helping them learn those specific lvords. For example,
we can say, "You can use aords lo let him know you are
angry. Say, 'Henry, I'm angry because you pushed me out
of the way."' Later, we can help children understand that at
times we can feel "a little angry" but at other times feel "very

very angry." We also can help children learn words to describe these different levels of anger-for example, by saying, "l think the librarian was annoyed when we were late
for our tibrary period." A permanent record.(a book or
chart) can be made of the children's list of labels for anger
(mad, irritated, annoyed, furious, irate, enraged, upset), and
the class can refer to it when discussing angry feelings'

5. Encourage children to talk about
anger-arousing interactions.
Preschool children better understand anger and other
emotions when adults explain emotions @enham, Zoller, &
Couchoud 1994). We can help children begin to reflect on
anger-arousing events by giving them opportunities to discuss them. When children are embroiled in an anger-arousing interaction, teachers can help by Iistening to them without judging, evaluating, or ordering them to feel differently.
Discussing their angry feelings and interactions with an
adult who listens actively helps children begin to understand the meaning of the interaction and prepares them

Children's Boohs about Anger

ing responsibility for their own angry feelings and by expressing anger in direct and nonaggressive ways. A preschool teacher says, for example, "l was a little upset this
morning when I was caught in traffic. I thought I would
be late for school, and I wanted to put out our new books
and puzzles before you arrived."

The following childrpn's books focus on the
emotion of anger:

3. Help children develop self-regulatory skills.

Duncan, R. 1989. When Emily woke up angry.

Teachers of infants and toddlers realize that the children

in their care have a very limited ability to regulate themselves. They therefore do a lot of the self-regulation "work"
ior these very young children. For example, teachers put
appropriate winter clothing on toddlers who otherwise
might not remember or want to dress appropriately. As
children get older, adults who use positive child guidance
strategies grhdually transfer control of the self to children
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Barshun, R.N., & K. Hutton, 1.983. Feeling angry.Elgin
IL: Child's World.
Carle, E. 1977. The grouchy ladybug. New York:
Harper & Row.
Hauppauge, NY: Barrons.
Mayer, M. 1983. I uos so inad. Racine, WI: Western.
Noll, S. 1991. That bothered Kate. New York: Pufi n.
Riiey, S. 1978. What does it mean? Angry. Elgin, IL:
Child's World.
Simon, N. 1974. I was so mad!Chicago:A. Whitman.
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How can early childhood teachers and
parents nurture children's understanding of
anger and their ability to express angry
feelings in direct, nonaggressive ways?
for dealing more effectively with similar events in the future. Then, at "cooler" times, when children are not engaged
in anger-arousing interactions. teachers can plan.activities
involving discussions about anger to teach more effective
anger managefrent skills. For example, we can make up situations and then encourage children to generate a direct,
nonaggressive response-"What could you do if you were
washing your hands and somebody pushed you out of the
way?" Or use the thinking puppets: "This puppet is angry because another puppet called him a'dummy.'What do you
think he could do? Remember, no hitting or name-calling."

6.

Use appropriate books and stories about anger
to help children understand and manage anger.

Carefully chosen and well-presented stories about anger
or other emotions validate children's feelings and give information about the emotion (Jalongo 1986). Teachers
can develop specific introductory remarks to focus on the
topic of anger, prepare specific comments and questions to
use when reading the book, and concentrate on reviewing
concepts and vocabulary related to anger in follow-up discussions. We can communicate acceptance of anger as a
natural and normal experience and our approval of managing anger in a direct, nonaggressive way.

It is important to preview all books about anger because some stories teach irresponsible anger management. Use the following guidelines to preview any book
about anger (Jalongo 1986; Marion 1995):

. How well does this book expand or clarify vocabulary
on anger?

. Does this book identify the specific event that seemed
to elicit the anger?
. How well does this book convey the idea that anger is
a natural and normal experience?
. How effectively does this story present nonaggressive
strategies for managing anger?
. Does this story show how to manage anger in an optimistic way?

ent education session on anger manage-

ment in young children.

Conclusion
Early childhood teachers can play a
major role in guiding young children's
ability to think about the emotion of an-

ger and to make decisions about how to express the feeling. Skills for understanding and managing anger are not
acquired automatically but must be learned and practiced.
Understanding and managing anger well is a long process
for all children, but it is an especially rough and bumpy journey for children who enter early childhood settings having
already learned to express anger aggressively.
Children guided toward responsible anger management
are more likely to understand and then manage angry feelings directly and nonaggressively and avoid the undue
stress accompanying poor anger management (Eisenberg
et al. 1991). Teachers can take some of the bumps ouL of
understanding and managing anger by adopting the positive guidance strategies described in this review.
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